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* Artist Portfolio Magazine was created by artists for
artists over 6 years ago and is still going strong. We
feature artists from around the world and reach an
average of just over 85,000 views per magazine and
that number continues to grow.
* All art in this issue is from our 2016 Abstracts Art
Exhibition.

SUBMIT YOUR ART
Q1 Art Competition
Open Call for Art
CASH AWARDS
Over 100 Pages of Art
Deadline to Enter - March 31, 2017
ArtistPortfolioMagazine.com

* Artist Portfolio Magazine is now a quarterly
magazine and will feature double the art. So, that
means more opportunities for artists to be featured in
our magazine.
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Lilac Abramsky-Arazi - Hod Ha'Sharon, Israel
lilacabramsky.com

Lilac is an artist working with painting and dance. She has a PhD in
neuropsychology. Lilac lives and works in Israel and has exhibited in
Israel and internationally.
My background is neuropsychology and movement.
My art acts underneath its aesthetics. It has movement which creates trance, fostering inner
movement within me and hopefully, the observer. Through my paintings, I tackle feelings and
emotions in an indirect, sideways manner. Staying longer with them unravels layers which cannot
always be seen at first sight. The art is frequently dense, not always convenient. The paintings often
lack a clear point of reference, and one can choose whether to stay with the discomfort or move
on. The initial stage is often less conscious, then I let go of the painting and return to it later. My
art is characterised by multi-layers, textures, movement and restless relationships. I am attracted
to imperfection and seek to explore just how much imperfection could be tolerated.

Putting on a Happy Face
Acrylic on Canvas
125 x 104 cm

Temptation - Acrylic on Canvas - 128 x 105 cm

